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BiblioGov. Paperback. Book Condition: New. This item is printed on demand. Paperback. 22 pages.
Dimensions: 9.7in. x 7.4in. x 0.1in.NASA-Goddard Space Flight Center has initiated a new project
designed to expand on existing news services and add value to classrooms through the
development and distribution of two-minute mini-supplements which give context and teach about
current weather and Earth research phenomena. The innovative mini-supplements provide raw
materials for weather forecasters to build news stories around NASA related missions without
having to edit the more traditional and cumbersome long-form video format. The supplements
cover different weather and climate topics and include NASA data, animations, video footage, and
interviews with scientists. The supplements also include a curriculum package with educational
lessons, educator guide, and hand-on activities. One goal is to give on-air broadcasters who are the
primary science educators for the general public what they need to teach about the science related
to NASA research behind weather and climate news. This goal achieves increasing public literacy
and assures higher accuracy and quality science reporting by the media. The other goal is to
enable on-air broadcasters to serve as distributors of high quality, standards-based educational
curricula and supplemental material when they visit 8-12 grade...
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Reviews
The most e ective book i ever read. I really could comprehended almost everything out of this published e ebook. You wont truly feel monotony at at any
time of your respective time (that's what catalogs are for regarding should you ask me).
-- Rusty K er luke
Great eBook and useful one. it was actually writtern really completely and useful. You are going to like the way the article writer publish this publication.
-- Pr of. Er nestine Ema r d
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